1. Update header with your library info and logo
   - In mobile_generic/xsl/pageFacets/header.xsl replace highlighted text with your customizations

   <div align="left" class="style8">Your Library Name</div>
   <span class="style14">Your Institution Name</span>

   ... 

   <!-- Mobile header -->
   <div id="breadcrumbs"><a class="breadcrumbs" href="http://library.edu">Home</a> > <a class="bread crumbs" href="searchBasic">Voyager Catalog Search</a>

   ... 

   </div>

   - In mobile_generic/images/logo.jpg, replace with your logo.jpg.

2. Change colors in mobile_generic/css/ frameWork.css
   - to change red background color find this line and change the hex code.
     background-color: #8F1A1A;
   - to change the gray bar find this line and change the hex code.
     background-color: #DFDFDF;

3. Change or hide favicon
   - to change, replace favicon.ico in mobile_generic/images with your 16X16 px image
   - to hide, comment out the following lines in mobile_generic/xsl/pageTools/frameWork.xsl

   <!--
   <link rel="shortcut icon" type="image/x-icon" href="{$image-loc}favicon.ico" />
   <link rel="icon" type="image/x-icon" href="{$image-loc}favicon.ico" />
   -->

4. (Optional) Display 856 links from holdings records.
   - to hide links from bib records, comment out the following lines in mobile_generic/xsl/contentLayout/configs/displaycfg.xml
     <displayTags label="Links:"
     <displayTag field="3000"/>
     </displayTags>

   - to add links from holding records uncomment the following lines in mobile_generic/xsl/contentLayout/configs/displayHoldings.xml
     <holdingsTags label="Internet Link(s):"
     <displayTag field="3000"/>
     </holdingsTags>

5. (Optional) Change timeout settings in webvoyage.properties. U of Rochester times out sessions at 20 minutes with no warning.
   - to change exit URL where user is sent when session times out, find the following lines and change.
     Option.exitURL=/index.html
   - to change time out values find these lines and change.
     timeout.time=20
     timeout.grace=0